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PROTECTING FINANCIAL MESSAGING SYSTEMS 
The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) system is a network that enables financial 
institutions to send and receive information about financial transactions in a secure, standardized, and reliable 
environment. The SWIFT network links more than 11,000 financial institutions in more than 200 countries and 
territories worldwide. As such, the SWIFT network requires a level of trust between member institutions to ensure its 
integrity. The network is a closed system with well-integrated internal security, and as such, banks view messages 
sent via the SWIFT network as inherently trustworthy. Unfortunately, the SWIFT network has increasingly become a 
target of attackers over the past few years, and traditional security measures are no longer sufficient to deter and 
stop attackers.  

ATTACKS AGAINST THE SWIFT SYSTEM  
The Banco del Austro (BDA) bank heist in Ecuador and the Bangladesh Bank heist are just two examples of attacks 
that have targeted the SWIFT network over the years. During a 10-day period, a secure computer terminal at BDA 
sent 12 messages instructing San Francisco-based Wells Fargo to transfer a total of $12 million to bank accounts 
across the globe. The attackers had obtained a BDA employee’s SWIFT credentials and accessed previously canceled 
or rejected SWIFT requests from the bank’s SWIFT outbox. They then altered the amounts and destinations on the 
transfer requests and reissued them.1  

BDA discovered the theft over a week later, but by then, the money was gone.
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Over a local holiday weekend, attackers sent 35 SWIFT messages to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York with 
instructions to wire a total of $951 million from Bangladesh Bank, ultimately stealing $81 million. The attackers 
successfully installed malware on the SWIFT terminal, allowing them to modify the database that logged the bank’s 
activities over the SWIFT network. They deleted outgoing transfer requests and intercepted incoming confirmation 
messages for the transfers. The malware also allowed the attackers to manipulate account balances to hide the 
theft and printer output of the requests.2 Investigators suspect that the same group of attackers had targeted as 
many as 12 other banks in Southeast Asia, and other attacks have followed since. In an interview with Reuters a 
few months later, Stephen Gilderdale, head of SWIFT’s Customer Security Programme, stated that attackers had 
hit banks using the SWIFT network with a “meaningful” number of attacks, about a fifth  of them resulting in stolen 
funds, since the Bangladesh heist.3  These include both central and commercial banks.

These incidents illustrate the ways attackers can commit 
fraud through the SWIFT network. In the first incident, 
attackers managed to steal credentials with access to 
send messages through the SWIFT terminal, impersonating 
a legitimate user, thereby bypassing the security controls 
entirely. Since a legitimate user sent the security controls 
entirely. Since a legitimate user sent the messages, 
the recipient bank did not question the funds transfer 
requests. In the second incident, attackers crafted malware that targeted the SWIFT terminal’s reporting functions 
and gained credentials with access and authorization to send funds via SWIFT. This way, the attackers circumvented 
the manual checks the bank used to confirm SWIFT requests, hiding their activity until it was too late. Were it not 
for a misspelled word in some requests, the $81 million in funds could potentially have been $951 million. While 
there is a lingering suspicion that insiders may have been involved with the theft, most of these incidents involve 
attackers using stolen credentials to send SWIFT messages.

CHALLENGES DEFENDING SWIFT
Defending the SWIFT banking network presents unique challenges. Financial institutions often find it challenging to 
update and patch wire transfer mission-critical systems quickly. Because banks require 24-hour uptimes to support 
global banking, taking down a SWIFT terminal can delay processing transactions from a partner bank. Additionally, 
it is difficult for financial institutions to understand where attackers will come from, the paths they will take to 
attack SWIFT systems, and effectively block such avenues of attack. Even if they could map such routes, there is 
no guarantee that they would remain static as new systems and users join the network. As illustrated in the two 
case studies above, the primary attack vector for SWIFT compromises is identity-based attacks. Attackers steal 
credentials with access to the SWIFT system and send fraudulent transfer requests.  

Another factor attackers can exploit to attack the SWIFT system is that many smaller banks in underdeveloped 
countries do not have the cyber resources as banks in more industrialized countries. While these smaller banks, 
such as Bangladesh and Ecuador, have borne the brunt of attacks so far, attackers have also hit larger banks in 
Taiwan4.  The security vulnerabilities of other member banks connected to the SWIFT system expose the rest of 
the members to risks. While SWIFT has implemented controls to combat attacks targeting the network, member 
financial institutions can use identity security solutions and deception and concealment technologies as added 
layers of defense to protect themselves from becoming victims.

 

Attivo blankets the environment 
with deceptive credentials to 
engage attackers as they progress.
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IDENTITY SECURITY, DECEPTION, AND CONCEALMENT 
Attackers use tactics that circumvent standard security controls such as Endpoint Protection Platforms (EPP) 
and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR), Network Detection and Response (NDR), and Extended Detection and 
Response (XDR) to compromise enterprise identities and use that access to commit fraud with the SWIFT messaging 
system. When attackers compromise an endpoint, they steal any stored credentials to reuse, whether in the endpoint 
credentials storage or saved in applications like browsers, VPN clients, and the like. They also query Active Directory 
(AD) to acquire targets and steal sensitive or privileged credentials, such as administrative credentials or accounts 
authorized to access SWIFT.  

Current security controls do not effectively detect these 
activities, which is why there is a new category of solutions 
to address identity-based attack tactics. Identity security 
solutions provide visibility, detection, and response 
capabilities for identity-based risks and attacks. Identity 
visibility solutions find identity risks and entitlement 
exposures so organizations can remediate them before 
attackers exploit them as part of an attack.  Meanwhile, 
Identity Threat Detection and Response (ITDR) solutions 
detect identity-based attacks early in the attack cycle and 
initiate response actions to derail them. These responses 
can include deception and concealment, such as providing 
decoy credentials and results to AD queries that redirect attacks away from production assets or hiding real 
credentials so attacks can’t exploit them.

Financial organizations have long used deception and concealment technologies to detect in-network attackers that 
have evaded other security controls. Deception and concealment technologies work together by creating decoys, bait, 
and lures that mimic production assets and then concealing high-value credentials, systems, AD objects, files, and 
other targets from attackers to prevent their compromise. 

Deception and concealment play essential roles in identity security by feeding misinformation to attackers seeking 
to steal credentials. Endpoint deception creates deceptive lures that mimic production credentials but point to decoy 
systems. Network decoys mimic production assets (file servers, databases, or SWIFT terminals) and respond to 
attackers as “real” systems. When attackers engage with these decoys, they generate alerts while responding with 
misinformation and recording all attack activity, including disk access, temporary data in memory, and network traffic,

THE THREATDEFEND® PLATFORM
The Attivo Networks ThreatDefend® Platform provides a customer-proven innovative defense against identity 
compromise, privilege escalation, and lateral movement attacks. The platform’s visibility programs deliver insight into 
credential and attack path vulnerabilities and Active Directory domain, user, and device-level exposures for organizations 
seeking increased security based on least privilege access. The ThreatDefend platform’s concealment technology derails 
attackers as they can no longer find or access the data, files, AD objects, and credentials they seek.  

Analysts can use the threat 
intelligence dashboard to drill 
down into specific threat detail 
and click-to-activate blocking 
and quarantine actions driven by 
integrated 3rd-party solutions.
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Additionally, the solution’s decoys obfuscate the attack surface, collect forensic data, automatically analyze 
attack data, and automate incident response through its 30 native integrations. The platform provides the most 
comprehensive in-network detection solution, providing a detection fabric that scales to on-premises, cloud, remote 
worksites, and specialty environments such as IoT, SCADA, POS, SWIFT, and network infrastructure. 

The ThreatDefend Platform includes several modular components.  The ADAssessor solution identifies AD exposures 
and alerts on attacks targeting it. The Endpoint Detection Net (EDN) suite consists of the ThreatStrike® credential 
lures endpoint module, ThreatPath® for attack path visibility, and ADSecure for Active Directory defense.  It also 
provides the Cloaking function to hide and deny access to sensitive data and production credentials and the Deflect 
function to redirect malicious connection attempts to decoys for engagement. The Attivo BOTsink® deception 
server provides decoys, gathers attacker threat intelligence, and automates incident response with orchestration 
playbooks. Joining the EDN suite, the ADSecure solution, and ADAssessor solutions as part of Attivo’s identity security 
offerings (IDR and visibility), the IDEntitleX solution reduces the attack surface by providing visibility to cloud identity 
entitlement exposure. The ThreatDirect® deception forwarders support remote and segmented networks. Attivo 
Central Managers are available as management consoles.

Offering the most flexible and comprehensive solution for identity security, Attivo Networks has become the provider 
of choice for many financial institutions based on the ThreatDefend Platform’s ability to address SWIFT threats with 
the following:

• Create SWIFT terminal decoy servers by importing a SWIFT system image, installing the SWIFT software onto a 
decoy system, loading the SWIFT web page front-end onto the deception engagement server’s web service, or 
using the included default SWIFT front-end web page template.

• Customize the decoy to appear as a production SWIFT system.
• Create ThreatStrike SWIFT credentials pointing to engagement servers with SWIFT-based content.
• Capture message contents entered on the decoy SWIFT terminal to identify accounts used for fraud.
• Alert for any attempts to load SWIFT-related malware.
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CONCLUSION
Today’s financial institutions require defenses for identity-based attacks targeting critical financial assets, especially 
their SWIFT infrastructure. The ThreatDefend Platform provides financial organizations the most comprehensive, 
flexible, and scalable solution to promptly detect and respond to threats that have circumvented other security 
controls and are inside the network. With the Attivo Networks ThreatDefend Platform, financial organizations can now 
defend themselves against identity-based attacks.

For more information about Attivo Networks solutions for the financial services industry, visit   
www.attivonetworks.com/solutions/financial/
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ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the identity detection and response leader, delivers a superior defense to prevent privilege 
escalation and lateral movement. Customers worldwide rely on the ThreatDefend® Platform for unprecedented 
visibility to risks, attack surface reduction, and attack detection. The portfolio provides patented innovative 
defenses at critical attack points, including endpoints, Active Directory, and cloud environments. Attivo has  
180+ awards for technology innovation and leadership. www.attivonetworks.com 


